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Abstract
The amount of sensitive data being transmitted over the internet 
has been increased due to the rapid development in communication 
industry. In this context, ensuring security has prime importance.  
Cryptography can address many security issues. Hash function 
is an interesting and growing area in cryptography. Secure Hash 
Algorithms (SHA) is a family of cryptographic hash functions. 
SHA 2 is a unifying name for the four hashing algorithms SHA 
224, SHA 256, SHA 384 and SHA 512. In this paper design, 
implementation and characterization of SHA 512 core is presented. 
Verilog HDL is used to model the hardware. Xilinx® Virtex® -6 
FPGA (XC6VLX240T-1FF1156) is used to prototype the design. 
A throughput of 1623.3344Mbps is obtained. 
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I. Introduction
Today people widely adopt internet as a medium for communication 
and also it is used as a tool for commerce. At this context, providing 
security for all these communication is a challenging task. One 
essential aspect for secure communications is that of cryptography. 
Cryptography is mainly classified into symmetric cryptography, 
asymmetric cryptography. One of the most interesting and growing 
area of cryptography is hashing.
Cryptographic hash function is a mathematical function that 
transforms an arbitrary length message to a fixed length output. 
The fixed length output is known as message digest or hash value. 
Any change to the input data will results in a different message 
digest. They are one way functions and it provides integrity [1].
A family of SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) algorithms are designed 
by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and 
published as Federal Information of Processing Standards (FIPS). 
Some of the most widely used dedicated hash functions in real 
applications are message-digest algorithm MD5 [2] and SHA-1[3]. 
In recent years, there have been a series of serious and alarming 
cryptanalytic attacks, reported on these hash functions. This leads 
to the development of SHA-2 algorithm. SHA-2 comprise of four 
variants viz; SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512[4].
The hash function is expected to have the following three properties. 
The first property is collision resistance. It ensures that, it is very 
difficult to find two different messages that has same hash value. 
The second property pre-image resistance means that it is easy 
to compute the hash from a message, but it is extremely difficult 
to deduce a message from the hash. The last property known as 
second pre-image resistance explains that it is computationally 
infeasible to find any second input which has same output as any 
specified input [5]. 
The primary application of hash function includes their use for 
message authentication, integrity, and non repudiation as a part of 
the Message Authentication Codes (MACs) and digital signatures. 
Other application includes password protection, data integrity 
verification, random number generation algorithms and transport 
layer security [6].

II. Principle of Operation
Merkle-Damgrad (MD) construction [7] is a widely used 
framework to design hash functions. The padding unit converts 
the given input to a fixed length output. Then the padded output 
is divided into a series of equal sized blocks by hash function. 
Blocks are processed one by one. The input to the compression 
function is a block of message to be hashed and the output of the 
previous round [8]. The output of the last call to the compression 
function is the digest of the message. The MD construction scheme 
is shown in fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Merkle-Damgrad Construction Scheme

SHA 512 takes an input of length ranging from 0 to 2128-1 and 
produces an output of length 512 bit. Mainly the SHA 512 
algorithm can be divided into two stages: preprocessing and hash 
computation.

A. Preprocessing
Preprocessing consists of three steps: padding the message, 
parsing the message into message block and setting the initial 
hash value.

1. Padding the Message
The purpose of padding is to ensure that the padded message is a 
multiple of 1024 bits. Suppose that the length of the message M, 
is l bits. Append the bit “1” to the end of the message followed by 
“k” zero bits, where k is the smallest, non-negative solution to the 
equation l + 1 + k = 896 mod 1024. Then append 128- bit block 
that is equal to the number l  using binary representation.

2. Parsing the Message
The padded message is parsed into N, 1024-bit blocks.  Each 
block consists of sixteen, 64-bit words.

3. Setting the Initial Hash Value
Initial hash value consists of a sequence of eight 64-bit words which 
are obtained by taking the first sixty-four bits of the fractional parts 
of the square roots of the first eight prime numbers.

B. Hash Computation
A message M, having a length of l bits, where 0 ≤ l < 2128, can be 
hashed using SHA-512 algorithm. The algorithm comprises of 
eighty 64-bit words (W0, W1,…, W79), eight working variables 
(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h) of 64 bits each and a hash value of 512 bits.
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Each of the N preprocessed blocks is processed as follows for i 
= 1 to N, in the following steps:

Step 1: The message schedule takes the original 1024-bit message 
block and expands these sixteen 64-bit words into 80 words, one 
for every round of the compression function. These words are 
obtained by,

Step 2: The eight working variables a,b,c,d,e,f,g and h are loaded 
with the initial hash values for the first iteration or the previous 
iteration’s hash value H(i-1) for every consequent one: 
a = H0 

(i-1)

b = H1 
(i-1)

c = H2 
(i-1)

d = H3 
(i-1)

e = H4 
(i-1)

f = H5 
(i-1)

g = H6 
(i-1)

h = H7 
(i-1)

Step 3: The words from the message expansion stage are then 
passed to the SHA compression function. It utilizes eight 64-bit 
working variables. Eighty iterations of the compression function 
are then performed, given by:

T1 = h +∑1
{512}(e) + Ch (e, f, g) + Kt

{512} + Wt
T2 = ∑0

{512}(a)  + Maj (a, b, c) 
h = g
g = f
f = e
e = d + T1
d = c
c = b
b = a
a = T1 + T2

Step 4: After 80 iteration of compression function, an intermediate 
hash value H (i) is calculated as follows:

H0 
(i) = a + H0

 (i-1)

H1 
(i) = b + H1 

(i-1)

H2 
(i) = c + H2 

(i-1)

H3 
(i) = d + H3 

(i-1)

H4 
(i) = e + H4 

(i-1)

H5 
(i) = f + H5 

(i-1)

H6 
(i) = g + H6 

(i-1)

H7 
(i) = h + H7 

(i-1)

After all message blocks have been processed, final 512-bit 
message digest [9] is formed by concatenating the final hash 
values:

H0
(N)| | H1

(N) || H2
(N) || H3

(N)  || H4
(N) || H5

(N) || H6
(N) || H7

(N)

III. Proposed Design

A. Block Diagram

Fig. 2: Block Diagram

As shown in fig. 2, the SHA 512 is comprised of two blocks, 
preprocessing and hash computation blocks. The initial hash value 
to be used and the input message are stored in the memory unit. 
The preprocessing block is composed of two units. Padding unit 
takes the input message and performs padding to ensure that the 
padded message is a multiple of 1024 bits. The parsing unit parses 
the padded message into 1024-bit message blocks. The padded 
and parsed input message is given to the hash computation block. 
Message schedule is created using the padded message and uses 
that schedule along with functions, constants and word operations 
to iteratively generate a series of hash values. The final hash value 
generated by the hash computation block is used to determine the 
message digest [10]. 

B. Core I/O Diagram

Fig. 3: Core I/O diagram

C. Pin Table
Table 1. Pin Table
Pin 
Name Mode Type Width Function

clk IN Active 
high 1 Master clock
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rst IN Active 
high 1 Master reset

wr IN Active 
low 1

Control signal to 
read the available 
data

msg_in IN 8

Message data is 
input as 8-bit blocks 
through this port 
when ‘wr’ is low. 
After receiving each 
block (8-bit), ‘wr’ is 
asserted.

islast IN Active 
high 1

After the entire 
block of data is 
served, islast is 
asserted  and then 
no input data can 
enter 

H OUT 512 Message digest 

D. Functional Table
Table 2: Functional Table
Message(ASCII) Message digest (hex)

abc

ddaf35a193617abacc417349ae204131
12e6fa4e89a97ea20a9eeee64b55d39a
2192992a274fc1a836ba3c23a3feebbd
454d4423643ce80e2a9ac94fa54ca49f

no pain no gain

bc08ff0e8ed6299fc661ed67fde1c71b9
86827b140d0095b67cf0c40c3238602
e7b48fcbe884277e4bfc22c45b44c6de
bfb43a60b8630d219f1a664b2ae7886f

Time flies

451892dea242d3bb7a5237a0009e7353
1e1a9f0e30d36438826fc4c4b577d4ab
f04fc499d5df155ef35d8b618ae1c899
804fa9cd6091be44e94ba45f6715a985

Messages and corresponding message digests are listed in Table 
2.

IV. Implementation Result
The SHA 512 algorithm is simulated using Modelsim® SE and 
the obtained result is shown in fig. 4. For software-hardware co-
validation ‘Time flies’ is taken.

Fig. 4: Simulation Result Using Modelsim®

A  MATLAB® implementation of SHA 512 is done and the test 
results are compared with the MATLAB® results. An example 
is shown in fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Simulation Result Using MATLAB®

The design is implemented on a Virtex®-6 FPGA (XC6VLX240T-
1FF1156) included in the Xilinx® ML605 evaluation kit. Xilinx® 
ISE 14.3 is used as an FPGA development environment during the 
implementation process (i.e., synthesis, map and place & route).
Table 3 below shows the overall resource consumption. Fig. 6 
shows the hardware test result for the message ‘Time flies’ using 
ChipScope™ ILA tool of Xilinx®.

Fig. 6: Hardware Test Result Using ChipScope™ ILA Tool

Table 3. Resource Utilization Summary
Slice Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization
Number of Slice Registers 19,253 301,440 6%
Number of Slice LUTs 44,317 150,720 29%
Number used as Memory 488 58,400 1%
Number used exclusively as 
route-thrus 886

Number of occupied Slices 11,704 37,680 31%
Number of LUT Flip Flop pairs 
used 44,367

Number of bonded IOBs 596 600 99%
Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs 2 32 6%
Number of BSCANs 1 4 25%
Number of STARTUPs 1 1 100%
Average Fanout of Non-Clock 
Nets 2.40
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V. Analysis and Comparison
Throughput means the amount of processed data by a design 
within a fixed amount of time. Throughput can be calculated by 
finding T, which stands for the period that is the length of time 
taken by one cycle. The formula for T is: 
T = 1/ Frequency
Then, the throughput will be calculated using 
Throughput = Block size / (Latency * T)

The block size is a fixed amount of data that the algorithm will 
process at a time. The latency is the number of cycles that are 
needed to hash a message [11-12].The architecture requires 80 
cycles to process a 1024 bit input block. The calculated throughput 
is 1623.3344Mbps. The performance of the various SHA 512 
design is presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Comparison With Other Designs

Designer Clock (MHz) Throughput 
(Mbps)

C.L Ping[13] 34 430
Wanzhong Sun[14] 38 479
I. Ahmad[15] 43.7 560
Proposed design 126.823 1623.3344

VI. Conclusion
FPGA implementation of SHA 512 is presented in this paper. 
The behavioural description of the design is written in verilog 
HDL and simulated using Modelsim® SE platform. The design 
is successfully implemented on Xilinx® Virtex®-6 FPGA 
(XC6VLX240T-1FF1156). Design verification is performed with 
the help of ChipScope™ ILA tool of Xilinx®. A MATLAB® 
implementation of SHA 512 is also done and test results are 
compared with MATLAB® simulation. The maximum frequency 
of operation is obtained as 126.823MHz. At this frequency 
the maximum throughput is calculated as 1623.3344Mbps. 
The proposed design has better throughput compared to other 
designs.
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